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NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The intimate,
inspiring, and authoritative biography of Sandra Day
O’Connor, America’s first female Supreme Court justice,
drawing on exclusive interviews and first-time access to
Justice O’Connor’s archives—by the New York Times
bestselling author Evan Thomas.
“She’s a hero for our time, and this is the biography for
our time.”—Walter Isaacson
She was born in 1930 in El Paso and grew up on a cattle
ranch in Arizona. At a time when women were expected to be
homemakers, she set her sights on Stanford University. When
she graduated near the top of her law school class in 1952, no
firm would even interview her. But Sandra Day O’Connor’s
story is that of a woman who repeatedly shattered glass
ceilings—doing so with a blend of grace, wisdom, humor,
understatement, and cowgirl toughness.
She became the first ever female majority leader of a state
senate. As a judge on the Arizona Court of Appeals, she stood up to corrupt lawyers and humanized
the law. When she arrived at the United States Supreme Court, appointed by President Ronald
Reagan in 1981, she began a quarter-century tenure on the Court, hearing cases that ultimately
shaped American law. Diagnosed with cancer at fifty-eight, and caring for a husband with
Alzheimer’s, O’Connor endured every difficulty with grit and poise.
Women and men who want to be leaders and be first in their own lives—who want to learn when to
walk away and when to stand their ground—will be inspired by O’Connor’s example. This is a
remarkably vivid and personal portrait of a woman who loved her family, who believed in serving her
country, and who, when she became the most powerful woman in America, built a bridge forward for
all women.
Praise for First
“Cinematic . . . poignant . . . illuminating and eminently readable . . . First gives us a real sense of
Sandra Day O’Connor the human being. . . . Thomas gives O’Connor the credit she deserves.”—The
Washington Post
“[A] fascinating and revelatory biography . . . a richly detailed picture of [O’Connor’s] personal and
professional life . . . Evan Thomas’s book is not just a biography of a remarkable woman, but an
elegy for a worldview that, in law as well as politics, has disappeared from the nation’s main
stages.”—The New York Times Book Review
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PDF is available on our online library. With our online resources, you can find First or just about any
type of ebooks, for any type of product.
Best of all, they are entirely free to find, use and download, so there is no cost or stress at all. First
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ebooks.
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7 Books Which Our Visitor Love Too:
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Redemption
http://media.woobooks.info/us-1422601796/redemption.html

Detective Amos Decker discovers that a mistake he made as a rookie detective may have
led to deadly consequences in the latest Memory Man thriller in David Baldacci's #1 New
York Times bestselling series. Decker is visiting his hometown of Burlington, Ohio, when
he's approached by a man named Meryl...

[PDF]

The Mister
http://media.woobooks.info/us-1450507470/the-mister.html

The passionate new romance from E L James, author of the phenomenal #1 bestselling
Fifty Shades Trilogy London, 2019. Life has been easy for Maxim Trevelyan. With his
good looks, aristocratic connections, and money, he’s never had to work and he’s rarely
slept alone. But all that...

[PDF]

The Mueller Report
http://media.woobooks.info/us-1454697755/the-mueller-report.html

The only book with exclusive analysis by the Pulitzer Prize–winning staff of The
Washington Post , and the most complete and authoritative available. Read the findings
of the Special Counsel’s investigation into Russian interference in the 2016 election,
complete with accompanying...
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Where the Crawdads Sing
http://media.woobooks.info/us-1326615497/where-the-crawdads-sing.html

#1 New York Times Bestseller A Reese Witherspoon x Hello Sunshine Book Club Pick "I
can't even express how much I love this book! I didn't want this story to end!"--Reese
Witherspoon "Painfully beautiful."-- The New York Times Book Review "Perfect for fans of
Barbara...
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After We Collided
http://media.woobooks.info/us-887010410/after-we-collided.html

Book 2 of the After series—newly revised and expanded, Anna Todd's After fanfiction
racked up one billion reads online and captivated readers across the globe. Experience
the internet's most talked-about book for yourself from the writer Cosmopolitan called
“the biggest literary...
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After
http://media.woobooks.info/us-889698919/after.html

Now newly revised and expanded, Anna Todd’s After fanfiction racked up 1 billion reads
online and captivated readers across the globe. Experience the Internet’s most talkedabout book for yourself! There was the time before Tessa met Hardin, and then there’s
everything AFTER......
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Die Trying
http://media.woobooks.info/us-357925184/die-trying.html

Jack Reacher finds himself in bad company in the second novel in Lee Child’s&#xa0; New
York Times &#xa0;bestselling series. Jack Reacher is an innocent bystander when he
witnesses a woman kidnapped off a Chicago street in broad daylight. In the wrong place
at the wrong time,...
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